Enrolled and vaccinated: N= 500  
- 11-17 years age stratum: N=301  
- 18-55 years age stratum: N=199

**ACWY-TT group**

TVC vaccination stage: N=374

1 excluded: Administration of forbidden vaccine (1)  
**ATP safety cohort Month 1: N= 373**  
32 excluded: Serological data missing (2); Non compliance with blood sampling schedule (30);  
**ATP immunogenicity cohort Month 1: N= 341**

10 withdrawn: Lost to follow-up (3); Not willing to participate (7)  
**Total cohort Year 1: N= 364**

8 excluded: Subject previously eliminated (1); Non compliance with blood sampling schedule (6); Administration of forbidden medication (1)  
**ATP persistence cohort Year 1: N= 356**

20 withdrawn: Lost to follow-up (9); Not willing to participate (10); Fatal event (1)  
**Total cohort Year 2: N= 354**

8 excluded: Subject previously eliminated (1); Non compliance with blood sampling schedule (5); Other reason (2)  
**ATP persistence cohort Year 2: N= 346**

30 withdrawn: Lost to follow-up (12); Not willing to participate (16); Fatal event (2)  
**Total cohort Year 3: N= 344**

6 excluded: Subject previously eliminated (2); Non compliance with blood sampling schedule (4)  
**ATP persistence cohort Year 3: N= 338**

**Men-PS group**

TVC vaccination stage: N=126

2 excluded: Administration of forbidden vaccine (2);  
**ATP safety cohort Month 1: N= 124**  
10 excluded: Non compliance with blood sampling schedule (10)  
**ATP immunogenicity cohort Month 1: N= 114**

5 withdrawn: Lost to follow-up (4); Not willing to participate (1)  
**Total cohort Year 1: N= 121**

4 excluded: Subject previously eliminated (2); Non compliance with blood sampling schedule (2);  
**ATP persistence cohort Year 1: N= 117**

9 withdrawn: Lost to follow-up (8); Not willing to participate (1)  
**Total cohort Year 2: N= 117**

5 excluded: Subject previously eliminated (2); Administration of forbidden vaccine (1); Non compliance with blood sampling schedule (2)  
**ATP persistence cohort Year 2: N= 112**

10 withdrawn: Lost to follow-up (6); Not willing to participate (4)  
**Total cohort Year 3: N= 116**

6 excluded: Subject previously eliminated (3); Non compliance with blood sampling schedule (3)  
**ATP persistence cohort Year 3: N= 110**